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Intelligent Speed Assistance a smart move
for road safety

• Thatcham Research welcomes EU legislation on mandatory car
safety tech

• Consumer education and confidence is key however
• Life-saving Autonomous Emergency Braking technology to also

be mandated

The European Union has provisionally approved new laws to make a raft of
driver assistance systems compulsory on all new cars from 2022.



Although several technologies are to be mandated, including Autonomous
Emergency Braking, Electronic Lane Keeping and driver distraction warnings,
media focus has been on Intelligent Speed Assistance systems.

Matthew Avery, leading car safety expert and Director of Insurance Research
at Thatcham Research comments, “Excessive or inappropriate speed is a
factor in the causation and severity of many road accidents. In the UK, 15% of
all fatalities are related to excessive or inappropriate speeding. Limits are
intended to keep traffic speeds at an appropriate level for a given
environment, ensuring the safety of motorists and other road users. Greater
adherence to speed limits would avert many accidents and mitigate the
effects of those that do occur.

“Many drivers want to remain safe and drive within the law, however they can
find identifying when to change from one speed limit to another difficult and
distracting. In this respect, Intelligent Speed Assistance (ISA) systems will
help to keep drivers safe and legal.

“Euro NCAP has tested manual speed limiters since 2009 and has long
promoted their fitment to new cars. In fact, many new cars already have ISA
as standard such as the new Ford Focus and Nissan LEAF. In 2018 manually
set ISA systems became a requirement as part of the five-star Euro NCAP
rating for safety. 75% of Euro NCAP vehicles tested that year had ISA systems
fitted.”

Limiter Limitations

There are limitations to current ISA systems however, warns Avery, “Speed
signs can often be obscured or inaccurate, while GPS mapping can be out of
date. Temporary limits and road works can confuse the system too.”

“There could also be a danger that drivers ‘adapt’ to the system – and come
to over-rely on it, planting their throttle to the floor in the expectation that
the car will control the speed. This could be a distraction danger and lead to
speeding fines if the system is not picking up the limit correctly. And drivers
will still be liable, whether they were relying on the system or not.

“If the benefits of ISA systems are to be fully realised, consumers must be
well educated to instil confidence around safe and proper usage.”



What are ISA systems?

Intelligent Speed Assistance systems use GPS mapping and actively read
speed signs informing the driver of the present limit. They can issue a
warning to the driver when the car’s speed is above the set threshold and can
actively prevent the car from exceeding or maintaining the set speed. They
can also advise the driver of upcoming limits.

Avery continues, “It’s important to clarify that the EU legislation proposes
that the systems should be overridable, allowing the driver to accelerate
beyond the limit if required to do so.”

The legislation also suggests that the systems should also be ‘default on’,
manually cancellable and recycle on the ignition cycle, meaning the system
resets to the ‘default on’ setting every time the car is restarted.

‘The most important car safety innovation since the seatbelt’

Much of the media coverage has focused on ISA, but if finally approved the
laws will also make Autonomous Emergency Braking technology compulsory.

“History will come to recognise AEB as the most important car safety
innovation since the seatbelt,” comments Avery. “Achieving a five-star Euro
NCAP rating today without AEB fitted as standard is essentially impossible.”

--ENDS--

Thatcham Research is the independent voice of automotive safety, security &
repair, advising motorists, insurers and vehicle manufacturers to help reduce
accident frequency, severity and costs and to realise the vision of ‘Safer cars,
fewer crashes’, while driving standards in vehicle security.

As well as its world leading crash and track research, Thatcham Research
develops repair methods amongst a number of other products and services
within the collision repair industry for insurers, motor manufacturers,
equipment manufacturers and suppliers.



In addition, Thatcham Research has administered the Association of British
Insurer’s (ABI) Group Rating system for the past 50 years. Group Rating is an
advisory system intended to provide insurers with the relative risk of private
cars and light commercial vehicles.

A founder member of the international Research Council for Automobile
Repairs (RCAR), Thatcham Research has also been a member of the European
New Car Assessment Programme (Euro NCAP) since 2004.
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